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Friday, September 13 of 2019

MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE LIGHT-
NUCLEUS OF THE SACRED HEAVEN, BELO HORIZONTE, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE
VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

Dear children,

God is attentive to the voice of your supplications because this is a time of great spiritual, mental
and physical needs.

This is a time when solidarity and the good must penetrate the deepest layers of the consciousness
so that, in truth, there may be a change and an awakening.

This is the time to bring to the world this message, which means that it is the moment to consider
your neighbor and serve others because this sacred action will allow miracles to take place, and
souls that are absolutely lost will be rescued just as you were rescued by the Love of God.

But this moment is crucial and definitive, it is a delicate moment in which every day and in prayer
you must ask for wisdom and discernment for all those who make hasty decisions and completely
lose the true sense of reality.

As the Mother of the Grace and Mercy of God, I count on each one of My praying soldiers, within
this moment of planetary inflection, for everything to remain in its harmony and in its balance.

This is the reason why, in the coming times, situations of inner emergency and external emergency
will be attended by means of the pilgrimages.

The Sacred Heart of Jesus and the Immaculate Heart of Mary, with the support of the Most Chaste
Heart of Saint Joseph, Who today lives his retreat, will go to meet the most difficult needs and we
will send all of our servers, through indication and inspiration, to attend and aid that which is
necessary, as good fathers and good mothers, as impeccable servers and collaborators. 

For this reason, My children, all this movement that is approaching, which will be that of an
immediate surrender of self, will help you to forget yourselves and place the grave and critical
planetary situation within the balance of Divine Justice. Because we cannot permit that this Human
Project of God be rejected.

All the effort that was offered during the last years and up until recent days, by many groups of
prayer, of adoration and of service, is being used to compensate the gravest debts of humanity
incurred upon by abortion, prostitution and exploitation of children, adolescents and adults, by the
commerce of slavery, the deforestation of the planet, the extraction of minerals, as well as by the
excessive hunting of whales and marine animals.

Everything that happens today needs an enormous amount of untiring prayer so that Divine Justice
may not fall upon humanity.
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I am now thankful for the consciousness and the opening of your hearts and lives to the call for
service from the Mother of God.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace

 


